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LG Group Safer and Stronger Communities Programme Board 
14 March 2011 
 
There will be a meeting of the Safer and Stronger Communities Programme Board at 
11.30am on Monday 14 March 2011 in Sunderland Civic Centre, Burdon Road, 
Sunderland, SR2 7DN. 
 
Attendance Sheet 
      
Please ensure that you sign the attendance register, which will be available in the meeting 
room.  It is the only record of your presence at the meeting. 
 
Apologies 
 
Please notify your political group office (see contact telephone numbers below) if 
you are unable to attend this meeting, so that a substitute can be arranged and catering 
numbers adjusted, if necessary.   
 
Labour:  Aicha Less:     020 7664 3263 email: aicha.less@local.gov.uk 
Conservative: Angela Page:  020 7664 3264 email: angela.page@local.gov.uk 
Liberal Democrat: Evelyn Mark:   020 7664 3235 email:    libdem@local.gov.uk 
Independent: Group Office:  020 7664 3224 email: independent.group@local.gov.uk   
 
Location 
 
A map showing the location of the Civic Centre is printed on the back cover.   
 
LGA Contact: 
 
Paul Johnston Tel: 020 7664 3031 Fax: 020 7664 3232;   
e-mail: paul.johnston@local.gov.uk  
 
Carers’ Allowance:  As part of the LGA Members’ Allowances Scheme a Carer’s 
Allowance of up to £5.80 per hour is available to cover the cost of dependants (i.e. 
children, elderly people or people with disabilities) incurred as a result of attending this 
meeting. 
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Safer & Stronger Communities Programme Board - 
Membership 2010/11 
Councillor Authority 
  
Conservative (6)  
Les Lawrence [Vice-Chair]  Birmingham City  
Tom Fox Scarborough BC 
Brian Coleman Barnet LB / London FEPA FSMC rep 
Joanna Spicer Suffolk CC 
Ian Gillies City of York 
Paul Bettison Bracknell Forest (LG Regulation rep) 
  
Substitutes:  
Gillian Brown Arun DC 
Robert Sleigh Solihull MBC 
  
Labour (4)  
Mehboob Khan [Chair] Kirklees MBC 
Ann Lucas Coventry City 
Mark Burns-Williamson Wakefield MDC 
Nilgun Canver Haringey LB 
  
Substitutes:  
Henri Murison Newcastle City 
Crada Onuegbu Lewisham LB 
  
Liberal Democrat (3)   
Duwayne Brooks [Deputy Chair] Lewisham LB 
Daisy Benson Reading BC 
Anita Lower Newcastle City 
  
Substitutes  
Paul Porgess Stockport MBC 
  
Independent (1)  
Goronwy Edwards [Deputy Chair] Conwy 
  
Substitute:  
TBA  
  
14 Member Board 
 
 



 

 



LGA Safer Communities Board Attendance 2010 - 2011 
 
 
 
Councillors 13.09.2010 11.10.2010 14.03.2011 11.07.2011 
Conservative Group     
Les Lawrence [Vice-
Chair]  

YES YES   

Tom Fox NO YES   
Brian Coleman YES NO   
Joanna Spicer YES YES   
Ian Gillies YES NO   
Paul Bettison NO NO   

     

Labour Group     
Mehboob Khan [Chair] YES YES   
Ann Lucas NO YES   
Mark Burns-Williamson YES YES   
Nilgun Canver YES YES   
     
Lib Dem Group     
Duwyane Brooks YES YES   
Daisy Benson YES NO   
Anita Lower YES YES   
     
Independent Group     
Goronwy Edwards YES NO   
     
Substitutes Gillian Brown 

(Cons); 
Iain Malcolm 

(LG Regulation 
/ Labour) (non-

voting) 

Dee Simson 
(Cons); Bob 
Tidy (Cons); 

Crada 
Onuegbu 
(observer) 

  

 



 

 



 
 

Agenda                  
LG Group Safer and Stronger Communities Programme Board      

Monday 14 March 2011           

11.30 am – 1.30 pm 

Civic Centre, Sunderland, SR2 7DN 
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 Item Page  
1. Sunderland – Local Innovation Award                                                      3 

2. Community Safety funding                                                                        9 

3. More effective responses to Anti-social behaviour                                15 

4. Prevent review        21  

5. Board Regional Engagement Programme  

The Board will be updated orally on this item. 

 

 
For information 
 
 Item Page  
6. Police Reform and Social Responsibility Bill                                                27 

7. Business Plan priorities                                                                               33 

8. Getting Closer  - changes to the LG Group                                                 41  

9. Update on regulatory services                                                                    47 

10. Notes of the last meeting                                                                            53 
 
Date of Next Meeting:  11.00am, 11 July 2011, Local Government House 
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Item 1 
 

     

 
Local Innovation Award Programme (LIA) 
 
Purpose of report 
 
For discussion and direction. 
 
Summary 
 
 
This report provides the Board with an overview of the Safer Sunderland 
Partnership’s progress in delivering the Local Innovation Award Scheme.  It was 
agreed with CLG that the Board would maintain oversight and receive a report at the 
end of the programme in March 2011.  Members will receive a presentation from 
Sunderland at the meeting. 
 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
Members are asked to note The Safer Sunderland Partnership’s key 
achievements in delivering the Local Innovation Award programme and 
providing direct support to Community Safety Partnerships. 
 
Action 
 
Officers to progress as appropriate. 
 
 
 
Contact Officer: Sue Kellie 
 
Position:   Innovation Programme Manager, SSP 
 
Phone no:  0191 561 7958 
 
E-mail:   susan.kellie@sotw.nhs.uk 
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Local Innovation Award Programme (LIA) 
 
Background 
 

1. In March 2010 The Safer Sunderland Partnership won the community safety 
theme of the Local Innovation Awards. The award recognised Sunderland’s 
ability to convey intelligence led processes to tackling crime, disorder and 
substance misuse and its robust neighbourhood problem solving approach.  It 
also recognised the  commitment to reducing the fear of crime through 
innovative marketing, diversionary activities for young people, and the 
excellent joint working arrangements across NHS South of Tyne & Wear. 

 
2. Following the General Election one of the first announcements made by the 

Home Secretary was the abolition of the police confidence target.  The LIA  
award scheme was run in partnership by the Government the LG Group and 
the independent advisory panel  and the LG Group agreed with CLG that the 
community safety theme should be refocused, and overseen by the Safer and 
Stronger Communities Board.  Over the last year therefore the Safer 
Sunderland Partnership has worked closely with Local Government 
Improvement & Development (LGID) to develop a programme of learning to 
assist other partnerships meet the challenges posed by the new government’s 
budget and spending review. In particular it was decided to help CSPs to drive 
innovation and improve productivity in addressing community safety issues.  
The following three themes were designed to provide support in light of 
reduced budgets and identify tangible areas where improvement can be made 
across the community safety sector. 

 
Leaner Community Safety Partnerships 
 

3. A series of master classes, case studies and guidance have been produced to 
support partnerships in the rationalising and de-cluttering of structures and 
processes.  These have included; 

 
 Two regional ‘Theory of Change’ master classes & an online toolkit 
 Bespoke Problem Solving Training for partnerships 
 Case studies on how to maximise public engagement on community safety 

issues through cross partnership/boundary surveys 
 Information and guidance on how to streamline community safety delivery 

groups 
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Focusing on what makes the most difference 
 

4. The Safer Sunderland Partnership has assisted nine community safety 
partnerships through locally hosted peer mentor learning events.  These 
events have helped partnerships re-focus on activities that will make the most 
difference to reducing crime and disorder in their area.  The emphasis of each 
learning event has been individually tailored to need, drawing on the expertise 
within  the partnership from Northumbria Police, NHS South of Tyne & Wear, 
Voluntary Sector Organisations, Sunderland City Council and Her Majesty’s 
Court Service. To date feedback has been extremely positive and has created 
the foundations for future support and networking. The following case study 
illustrates a sample peer mentor event that has successfully taken place; 

 
Case Study: Brent Council & Partners Peer Learning Event 

5. A team of four delegates including Community Safety representatives, a local 
Councillor (safe portfolio holder) and the Borough Commander from Brent 
Metropolitan Police visited Sunderland during October 2010.  The peer event 
featured the following elements; 

 An introduction to the diverse nature of the Safer Communities Team & 
Partnership Board Structures 

 A delegate walkabout including time with Sunderland Magistrates Court 
 Observation of live Neighbourhood Problem Solving Groups including Q&A 

opportunity 
 Meeting on how to improve feelings of safety through the use of innovative 

marketing and communication tools 
 Introductory meeting with Chief Superintendent at Sunderland Area Command 
 Community Engagement session with local residents 

 
Following the success of the peer event Brent are now seeking further assistance 
and guidance on how to implement a similar Local Multi-Agency Problem Solving 
Model.  In turn the Brent delegation gave the partnership insight into a range of 
community engagement initiatives to address crime and disorder issues. 
 
Analytical Assistance 

6. During the month of May 2011 a series of three national analytical master 
classes in-conjunction with the Jill Dando Institute will take place across 
venues in Manchester, Birmingham and London.  The classes will illustrate the 
Safer Sunderland Partnership’s innovative work with the Institute on how to 
develop  good problem profiles and enable partners to identify crime trends 
and hotspots more effectively. 
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Increasing Productivity 
 
Reviews 

7. Local Government Improvement and Development have conducted a number 
of Safer Communities Peer Reviews on behalf of the Safer Sunderland 
Partnership framed around the Home Office’s CSP ‘hallmarks’.  Reviews to 
date have assisted partnerships to identify areas for improved joined up 
working, how to reduce inefficiency, opportunities for co-location and how to 
make the most effective use of resources.  Partnerships are assisted to 
produce a self assessment followed by a feedback session whereby the 
review team will provide a number of recommendations to improve productivity 
and inform a local action plan.  To date three Peer Reviews have successfully 
taken place with a further seven planned throughout 2011. 

 
Private Sector Expertise 

8. Written guidance and case studies are available for the sector to access on 
the ‘Communities of Practice’ website on how the Safer Sunderland 
Partnership together with NHS South of Tyne & Wear have applied Toyota 
Rapid Improvement Processes to community safety (for example, Integrated 
Offender Management).  The end result of this has been a more streamlined 
process for clients to have their needs addressed more rapidly and effectively.   

 
Local Innovation Projects 
 

9. The funding of small innovation pilots were an original part of the LIA 
programme and to date the Safer Sunderland Partnership has supported a 
number of initiatives to address violent crime in the city including; 

 
 Operation Liberty – Enhanced domestic violence police operation 
 Security measures and tracking devices for victims 
 A range of marketing to raise awareness and improve perceptions and 

feelings of safety 
 
Next Steps for the Sector 
 

10. The LIA programme has illustrated the value in sharing knowledge, learning 
and expertise across the sector.  Informal mentoring and peer support has 
demonstrated the importance of assisting others but also the real benefits in 
engaging in open frank discussions around the challenges in tackling crime 
and disorder issues.  The closing of Government Offices will require 
partnerships to think smarter around how they network regionally and 
nationally with others and the continuation of future similar peer mentoring 
events would go some way to address this. 
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Financial Implications 
 

11. The Local Innovations Award included an award of £560,000 to assist the 
Safer Sunderland Partnership to drive improvement across the safer 
communities sector in England and Wales. The majority of the programme has 
been delivered in 2010/2011 however, some elements, including delivery of 
peer reviews and piloting of new innovation projects in Sunderland will be 
completed in 2011/2012.  This actual and committed expenditure is 
anticipated to total £380,000.  Further expenditure has not been committed at 
this stage as the Safer Communities Team within Sunderland City Council are 
undergoing major review as a response to local authority financial settlements. 

 
 
Contact Officer: Sue Kellie 
Phone No: 0191 561 7958 
E-mail: susan.kellie@sotw.nhs.uk 
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Community Safety Funding  

 
Purpose of report  
 
For discussion and direction 
 
Summary 
 
The Home Office announced the final allocations of the Community Safety Fund at 
the start of February. The amounts given to councils will reduce by 20% in 2011/12 
and a further 40% in 2012/13. This report provides details of the Home Office’s 
decision and what the LG Group will be doing to support councils address this 
reduction in funding.  

 
 
Recommendation(s) 
 
Board members are invited to: 
 

a. Note the Home Office announcement of amounts available for councils 
under the Community Safety Fund, and the activity the LG Group is looking 
to undertake to support councils to address the reduction in available 
funding.  

 
b. Comment on the government’s decision and the LG Group’s activities.  

 
Action 
 
LG Group officers to incorporate members’ comments into future LG Group work on 
the funding of community safety activity.  
 
 
Contact officer:   Mark Norris 
Position: Senior Policy Consultant, LGA 
Phone no: 020 7664 3241 
E-mail: mark.norris@local.gov.uk 
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Community Safety Funding 

 
Background   
 
1. Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) have traditionally relied on grants from 

the Home Office and Department of Communities and Local Government to 
fund some of their posts and a range of activity. Recently this funding has been 
provided through a number of funding streams in the Area Based Grant, and 
also in some areas through funding from the police Basic Command Unit fund.  

 
2. In the Local Government Settlement the Home Office announced that the Basic 

Command Unit fund would be rolled into the general police grant for 2011/12 
and that in recognition of the role councils play in tackling crime and disorder 
there would be funding in 2011/12 and 2012/13 for community safety activity. 
The initial commitment was for an announcement to be made about this new 
Community Safety Fund by mid-January.  

 
The Community Safety Fund  
 
3.  With a number of other funding stream announcements not included in the 

local government finance settlement, the LG Group lobbied government to 
make an announcement about how much the Community Safety Fund would 
amount to and individual authority allocations before mid-January. In the event 
the Home Office did not announce the global amount available to local 
authorities until the end of January, and individual allocations were not 
announced until 9 February.   

 
4. Overall the Home Office reduced the £74.3 million they made available to 

councils in 2010/11 to £59.3 million in 2011/12. This amounts to a 20% 
reduction in funding. For 2012/13 the Community Safety Fund reduces to £30 
million in total a 60% reduction on the amount councils were given this financial 
year. The letter from the Home Office informing councils of their individual 
allocations also stated that the Community Safety Fund would be transferred to 
Police and Crime Commissioners from 2013.  

 
5. Arrangements are more advanced in London and community safety funding will 

transfer to the Mayor of London from 1 April 2011. The Mayor has indicated that 
for 2011/12 year he will pass on the fund to individual boroughs based on what 
they received last year, less the 20% reduction. However London boroughs 
have been told that the use and allocation of the funding from 2012 is currently 
being reviewed.  
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6. Initial indications from councils are that the significant reduction in community 

safety funding will mean that in future councils’ community safety activity is 
mainstreamed and funded through Formula Grant and council tax. It is also 
likely to result in fewer posts specifically dedicated to community safety work, 
with two-tier areas seeing district councils concentrating in the main on anti-
social behaviour work, and county councils covering the rest of the community 
safety agenda, though the extent of their work is likely to be limited to a small 
number of key priorities.  

 
Supporting councils on reductions in community safety funding  
 
7. The LG Group continues to lobby the government around the local government 

finance settlement so that councils have greater ability across their budgets as 
a whole to make savings without affecting frontline services. We have 
successfully made the case for a transitional fund for those councils with the 
greatest reductions in spending power. The government has also listened to our 
arguments about removing ring-fencing. This does not of itself provide 
additional money for community safety activity (though we have called for the 
business rate surplus retained by central government to be given to councils), 
but should mean that councils can re-direct money to community safety where 
they wish to.  

 
8. We have also continued to make the case for budgets to be pooled at a local 

level. This message has found a receptive message within the Ministry of 
Justice which in the ‘Breaking the Cycle’ Green Paper proposes two pilots for 
local financial incentive schemes. These schemes will see local partnerships 
develop plans to reduce re-offending, and then jointly commission the required 
services. Any savings resulting from the reduction in demand for criminal justice 
services will be shared amongst the partners. The LG Group is also working 
with IPPR and five councils on a ‘total neighbourhoods’ project around 
community safety and regeneration issues, which looks to pool budgets at a 
very local level.  

 
9. The Board itself has already published a guide for councils on how to move 

towards leaner community safety partnerships in time for the Safer 
Communities Conference in October 2010. The Board’s programme for 2011/12 
includes a number of community safety productivity peer reviews to make 
community safety partnerships more productive. LGID will shortly be producing 
an evaluation of those productivity peer reviews already carried out which will 
set out the changes the community safety partnerships have made and the 
savings that have been realised from these changes. LGID has also produced a 
benchmarking tool for community safety partnerships to review their own 
productivity and identify areas for development.  
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10. The LG Group will also be looking to help local authorities prepare for the 

election of police and crime commissioners. This includes in our lobbying work 
around the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Bill, seeking to strengthen 
the powers of the police and crime panels to hold commissioners to account, so 
they can provide robust scrutiny of how commissioners use funds such as the 
Community Safety Fund. The Board’s work around the future of community 
safety partnerships will also look to provide a guide for councils and community 
safety partnerships on how they can best position themselves to bid for funding 
from the commissioner to deliver community safety activity.    

 
Financial Implications 
 
11. Any costs associated with work on this area will be met from existing LG Group 

budgets and resources. 
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More Effective Responses to Anti-Social Behaviour 

 
Purpose of report  
 
For discussion and direction 
 
Summary 
 
Last summer the Home Secretary ordered a review of the tools and powers available 
to practitioners to tackle anti-social behaviour. The review has now concluded and 
the Home Office has issued a consultation document setting out how they propose to 
streamline the tools and powers available to deal with anti-social behaviour. This 
report sets out the government’s proposals and seeks members’ views on them. 

 
  
Recommendation(s) 

 
Board members are invited to:  

 
a. Note the consultation on streamlining the anti-social behaviour toolkit 

available to the police and local authorities.  
 
b. Comment on the government’s proposals to inform the LGA response to the 

consultation.  
 
Action 
 
LGA officers to draft the LGA’s consultation response in line with members’ 
comments.  
 
 
 
Contact officer:   Mark Norris 
Position: Senior Policy Consultant, LGA 
Phone no: 020 7664 3241 
E-mail: mark.norris@local.gov.uk 
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More Effective Responses to Anti-Social Behaviour 

 
Background   
 
1. Tackling anti-social behaviour (ASB) remains one of the Home Office’s 

priorities. When considering the issue last year, ministers apparently felt that not 
enough was being done to reduce ASB given that the police receive over 3.5 
million reports of ASB a year. The Home Office is therefore committed to 
transforming the way ASB is dealt with through a new localist approach that 
sets professionals free to do what they know works, and makes them 
accountable to local communities instead of Whitehall.  

 
2. Ensuring the police and others have the right tools to deal effectively with ASB 

is a key part of this new approach. The Home Secretary therefore ordered a 
review of the existing ASB toolkit of in July 2010. Over the six months of the 
review the Home Office evaluated both specific tools and how practitioners 
were using the toolkit as a whole. The review concluded that:  

 
• There were too many tools; 
• Some of the formal tools were bureaucratic, slow and expensive which 

puts practitioners off using them; 
• The growing number of ASBO breaches suggests a persistent minority 

are not being deterred from committing ASB; 
• The tools designed to deal with the underlying causes of ASB are 

rarely used.  
 
Streamlining ASB tools and powers  
 
3. Having concluded the review the Home Office is proposing a radical 

streamlining of the ASB toolkit. The proposals were set out in a consultation 
document published on the 7 February. The intention is that the new toolkit will 
move away from the idea of having a tool for every different problem, to more 
generic tools that are faster, more flexible and more effective.  

 
4. The Home Office’s intention is to repeal the Anti-Social Behaviour Order 

(ASBO) and other court orders and replace them with two new tools. The 
Criminal Behaviour Order will be a civil preventative order available on 
conviction for any criminal offence. It will allow the court to ban an offender from 
certain activities or places, and can include support to address the underlying 
causes of offending. Breach of the order would be a criminal offence with a 
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range of sanctions for the court to use and maximum sentence of 5 years in 
custody.  

 
5. The second tool, the Crime Prevention Injunction, will be a civil order with a 

civil burden of proof, making it quicker and easier to obtain than an ASBO. It 
would be available to the police, councils and social landlords to use. Like the 
Criminal Behaviour Order the injunction could ban people from undertaking 
certain activities or going to certain places, and can include support to address 
the underlying causes of the offending. The court could also impose a power of 
arrest where there was a risk of harm to the victim or the community. Adult 
offenders who breach the injunction would be punished as if they had 
committed contempt of court either through a fine or custody. For those under-
18 the penalty for a breach would be drawn from a menu of sanctions including 
curfews, supervision, activity requirements and detention.  

 
6. The Home Office is also looking to bring those tools for place-specific ASB 

together into a two-tier Community Protection Order. A Level 1 notice would 
be issued by practitioners to stop persistent ASB that is affecting quality of life in 
an area or neighbourhood, such as graffiti, noise nuisance and accumulations 
of litter. Breaching the order would be a criminal offence punishable by a fixed 
penalty notice or fine, though where specific sanctions had been developed 
such as seizure of noise-making equipment the Home Office would look to 
preserve these.  

 
7. A Level 2 Community Protection Order would be available to councils and the 

police to tackle significant and persistent ASB in a particular place. It could be 
used to impose restrictions on the use of a space, or following an application to 
the Magistrates’ Court it could be used to request an order close a premises for 
up to three months. Breaching a Level 2 order would also be a criminal offence 
punishable by a fine or in the case of closure of a property by up to six months 
in prison.  

 
8. A single power would be introduced combining the most effective elements of 

the various powers the police have to require people to leave an area if they are 
causing ASB. The Police ‘Direction’ Power would enable a police officer or 
PCSO to require a person to leave a specific area and not return for up to 48 
hours. The police would also be able to confiscate related items like alcohol.  

 
9. The Home Office is also looking to introduce a new statutory duty on 

Community Safety Partnership (CSP) members to take action to deal with 
persistent ASB suffered by victims or communities – a community trigger. 
Once the duty had been triggered members of the CSP would be required to 
take steps to resolve the problem, reply to the complainants and send a copy of 
the reply to the Police and Crime Commissioner, who would have the power to 
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call in the CSP if the response was not adequate. The trigger would be 
exercised when five people in five different households had reported the same 
issue or had been reported by an individual a minimum of three times.  

 
Local authority practitioner views  
 
10. The Board’s community safety advisers network considered the Home Office’s 

proposals at their meeting at the end of February. Their initial reaction was that 
the consultation felt very police centred, with a two-tier system of powers being 
created that gives the police a better set of powers than the council. The 
Community Protection Order and police direction power were felt to be useful 
tools, but there was concern that the Crime Prevention Injunction would be 
toothless and unenforceable, particularly where there was no power of arrest 
attached. They were not convinced as the Home Office that ASBO breaches 
were a sign of failure, and that the key to making the injunction a useful tool was 
having a power of arrest attached to it. There was also a great deal of 
scepticism about the community trigger, with it being viewed mainly as a 
complaint mechanism, rather than anything that addressed the issues 
underlying the Pilkington case.  

 
Next steps: LGA response to the consultation 
 
11. It is proposed that the Board respond to the consultation in time for the deadline 

of 3 May. In order to prepare a draft response to the consultation it would be 
useful to have members’ views on the Home Office’s proposals, including the 
proposed new duty on CSPs. These will then be incorporated into the draft 
response to the consultation.  

 
Financial Implications 
 
12. Any costs associated with work on this area will be met from existing LG Group 

budgets and resources. 
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Item 4 

 

Prevent Review 

Purpose of report  
For discussion and direction. 
 
 
Summary 
 
This paper sets out:  the background to this policy area and LGG’s work to date; the 
scope and purpose of the Government’s review and our proposed response;  and  
requests comments from members. 

 
 

 
 

 
Recommendation(s) 

Members comment on the proposed response to the review set out in 
paragraphs 16 and 17. 

 
Action 
 

As directed by the Board 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact officer:   Rose Doran 
Position: Community Cohesion Adviser, LGID  
Phone no: 07747 636 843 
E-mail: rose.doran@local.gov.uk 
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Prevent Review 

 
Background   
 
1.  The Prevent strategy was introduced by the previous government as one of the 
four strands of CONTEST, the national counter-terrorism strategy.  The stated aim of 
Prevent was to ‘stop people becoming or supporting violent extremists’. 
 
2.  The strategy had five objectives: 
 

2.1  To challenge the ideology behind violent extremism and support 
mainstream voices 
2.2  Disrupt those who promote violent extremism and support the places where 
they operate 
2.3  Support individuals who are vulnerable to recruitment, or have already 
been recruited by violent extremists 
2.4  Increase the resilience of communities to violent extremism 
2.5  To address the grievances which ideologues are exploiting. 

 
3.  Prevent to date has been explicitly focused Al Qaeda-inspired terrorism.  This is 
felt by some to have risked stigmatising Britain’s Muslim communities. 
 
4.   Local government was identified as a key partner in delivering the strategy, 
working closely with the police, schools, voluntary sector organisations, religious 
institutions and, sometimes indirectly, with other key stakeholders including prisons 
and probation.  During the three years from 2008 to 2011,  94 local authorities 
identified as having some risk factors within their locality received a total of 
approximately £55m of non-ringfenced funding through their Area Based Grant.  This 
funding stream has not been continued under the present administration and in 
reality some authorities scaled back their work on Prevent following the election in 
May 2010, when the new Government stated they would be revising the approach. 
 
5.   Responsibility for Prevent sits across several government departments: primarily 
the Home Office’s Office of Security and Counter-Terrorism (OSCT) and 
Communities and Local Government (CLG).  Local government’s work on Prevent to 
date has largely been directed by CLG.  
 
6.   LGID (formerly IDeA) and the LGA supported authorities with implementation and 
delivery of the Prevent strategy from its inception in 2007.  LGID were funded by 
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CLG to deliver programmes of peer support and challenge to approximately 15 
councils between 2008 and 2010. 
 
7.   LGID also worked with a wide range of local authorities, stakeholders and 
national government throughout the period from September 2007 to March 2010 to 
contribute to national policy development and discourse.  We will draw on these 
relationships and our work to date to inform our response to the present 
Government’s review of Prevent. 
 
8.   In December 2009 the LGA contributed to a CLG Select Committee review of 
Prevent.  Baroness Eaton gave oral evidence to the committee alongside two 
respected IDeA peers.  The LGA accepted that the committee’s concerns about 
stigmatising Muslim communities were legitimate, but also argued that local 
authorities had mediated the policy to make it work locally and used the funding to 
develop locally sensitive and appropriate approaches that had a number of positive 
benefits including: 
 

8.1  improved engagement with the needs and expectations of Muslim 
communities 

8.2  understanding and addressing grievances within all local communities 
8.3  understanding of the interaction between different ‘extremist’ discourses, 
including Far Right 
8.4  strong, inclusive local narratives to promote community cohesion and 
integration 

 
9.  The key finding of the Committee was that the focus on Islam could be 
problematic, and this has informed the present Government’s review. 
 
The coalition Government’s review of Prevent 
 
10.   The review of Prevent will assess how the current strand of the government’s 
counter-terrorism programme can work more effectively. The conclusions will inform 
a refreshed strategy to be published in Spring 2011. 
 
11.   The new Prevent strategy will separate work to prevent terrorism from work to 
promote integration, which will be led by the Department for Communities and Local 
Government. 
 
12.   When the review was announced, Home Secretary Theresa May said that 
stopping radicalisation depended on an integrated society. The programme was 
being reviewed because she didn’t think that it was working as well as it could and 
that she wanted a strategy that was effective and properly focused to confront 
extremism more generally and not just violent extremism.   
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13.  The review will, among other things: 
 
13.1  consider the purpose and scope of the Prevent strategy, its overlap and links 
with other areas of government policy and its delivery at local level 
13.2  examine the role of institutions – such as prisons, higher and further education 
bodies, schools and mosques – in the delivery of Prevent 
13.3  consider the role of other Prevent delivery partners, including the police and 
other statutory bodies 
13.4  consider how activity on Prevent in the UK can be joined up with work overseas 
13.5  examine monitoring and evaluation structures to ensure effectiveness 
13.6  make recommendations for a revised Prevent strategy 
 
LG Group’s response to the review 
 
14.   LGID no longer receive national funding to support work on Prevent, however, 
given our work with councils to date and our continued commitment to supporting 
councils with community cohesion and integration,  it is appropriate to provide a 
response to the Government’s review. 
 
15.  We have contacted our networks and contributed to a number of recent events 
hosted by the Home Office, including a round table for local councillors, as part of the 
review.  LGID are currently working with the Tavistock Institute, London Borough of 
Tower Hamlets and Lancashire County and Districts on an evaluation of their local 
implementation of Prevent, which will inform future approaches. 
 
16.  There is not a formal consultation process or timetable for the review, and much 
of the ‘review’ is actually a statement of intent (for example the separation of work to 
prevent terrorism and work to promote integration).  We therefore think that it is most 
helpful if our response is positioned in a way that sets out the potential role of local 
government going forward, in particular: 
 
16.1   the good work that has happened under the auspices of Prevent to date and 
how that can be consolidated or mainstreamed in the context of reduced spending 
16.2   the importance of a continued role for local government in identifying and 
supporting individuals vulnerable to radicalisation and challenging extremist ideology 
in a mutually respectful and effective partnership with local and national police.  This 
cannot be achieved by a focus on ‘integration’ alone 
16.3   highlight  how the development of appropriate local responses to the Prevent 
strategy to date shows the potential for ‘localism’ in action, and local government’s 
ability to deal with complex and controversial issues in a sensitive and locally 
appropriate way 
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17. We also think that there are some important risks / challenges to be highlighted: 
 
17.1  the need for the Government to acknowledge the impact of foreign policy and 
national discourse on views and interactions in local communities.   
17.2  how will a national approach to ‘preventing terrorism’ delivered by the Security 
Services and other national partners continue to dovetail effectively with local 
approaches to integration? 
17.3  how will those authorities who, arguably, refuse to engage with the reality of 
radicalisation within their local communities be encouraged and supported to 
recognise risk and dedicate resources? 
 
18. Members of the SSCB are therefore asked: 
 
18.1  whether there are any specific points that they would like to see raised within 
the LG Group  response to the Prevent review? 
18.2  whether they agree with the proposed focus of our response as outlined 
above? 
18.3  any further thoughts or comments on future delivery of Prevent at a local level, 
and how that should be supported by the restructured LGG? 
 
 
Financial Implications 
 
19. There are no additional financial implications arising from this report. 
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Police Reform and Social Responsibility Bill  

 
Purpose of report  
 
For information 
 
Summary 
 
This report summarises the key elements of the Police Reform and Social 
Responsibility Bill and LG Group lobbying activity in relation to it.  

  
 

 
Recommendation(s) 
 
Board members are invited to:  

 
a. Note the publication of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Bill and 

the lobbying work around it by the LG Group.  
 

Action 
 
LG Group officers to incorporate members’ comments into on-going work on the Bill. 
 
 
 
Contact officer:   Mark Norris 
Position: Senior Policy Consultant, LGA 
Phone no: 020 7664 3241 
E-mail: mark.norris@local.gov.uk  
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Police Reform and Social Responsibility Bill  

 
Background   
 
1. The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Bill was published in early 

December.  Our main interest is around the police reform clauses which will 
replace police authorities with police and crime commissioners; and proposals 
for changes to the Licensing Act 2003.  

 
The Bill’s policing proposals 
 
2. Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs), who will be elected for four year 

terms starting in May 2012, will be responsible for producing a police and crime 
plan setting out their priorities for policing in their force area, for appointing and 
dismissing the chief constable, and setting the police precept. Commissioners 
will not be responsible authorities in community safety partnerships (CSPs) 
though there will be a mutual duty to co-operate on PCCs and CSPs. PCCs will 
also have the power to commission community safety action in their force area 
and a number of funds will be transferred to their control in the future, including 
the Community Safety Fund.  

 
3. Councils in each force area will have to establish a police and crime panel to 

hold the PCC to account. Each council in an area will appoint a member to the 
panel, with there being a minimum of ten councillors per panel. Each panel will 
also have two co-opted members, and in Wales the Welsh Assembly 
Government will also appoint a member. The panels will have the responsibility 
of reviewing the PCC’s draft police and crime plan, they will have the power to 
require the PCC and members of their staff to attend panel meetings, and will 
be able to suspend the PCC if they have been charged with an offence carrying 
a sentence greater than two years in prison.  

 
4. The panels will also be able to veto, with a three quarters majority, the PCC’s 

proposed precept and candidate for chief constable.  
 
The Bill’s licensing measures 
 
5. The main new licensing measure under the Bill is the introduction of a late night 

levy to replace alcohol disorder zones. The levy means that councils will be able 
to charge premises that supply alcohol between midnight and 6.00am a levy in 
addition to their existing licensing fee. This would be paid to the licensing 
authority, and after deducting costs, up to 30% of the levy could be used by the 
council to reduce or prevent crime and disorder such as taxi marshals. Councils 
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would not be able to use it for additional street cleaning however. The remaining 
70% would then be passed on to the police.  

 
6. The other parts of the licensing section give councils the ability to suspend 

licences where annual fees are not paid, makes licensing authorities 
‘responsible authorities’ giving them the power to intervene in licensing 
applications, move to a system where councils can update their licensing 
policies when necessary rather than every three years, and extends the hours 
early morning restriction orders can be applied.  

 
7. There are also a number of changes to the temporary events regime. 

Environmental health departments will be able to intervene if events could 
disrupt the community, and there will be greater flexibility to allow temporary 
events to go ahead.  

 
LG Group lobbying activity  
 
8. Following publication of the Bill the LG Group has argued for a strengthening of 

the police and crime panels to ensure they can provide an effective check and 
balance to PCCs. Specifically, we have argued that panels need to be able to: 

 
• exercise the power of veto over the commissioner’s precept and nominee 

for chief constable on a two-thirds majority as against the three-quarters in 
the Bill; 

• quiz chief constables about the commissioner’s decisions and priorities; 
and, 

• suspend the commissioner where they have been charged with an offence 
carrying a sentence in excess of six months.  

 
9. On licensing, key points have been:  
 

• the lack of a provision in the Bill which would allow for a flexible fees 
regime allowing councils to set licensing fees based on full cost recovery; 

• the complicated and bureaucratic nature of the late night levy which can 
only be used by a minority of councils and does not address alcohol 
related disorder issues arising before midnight; and  

• addressing the loophole in the temporary events notice regime that allows 
notices to be granted without the transfer of conditions created by the 
original licence.  

 
10. The LG Group has produced numerous written briefings and had meetings with 

MPs, including Vice-Chair Cllr Kemp attending the Bill Committee’s evidence 
session on the licensing proposals. All our suggested amendments were tabled 
and discussed by the Bill Committee. Although none of the amendments were 
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accepted by government ministers, they have conceded that they will look again 
at the threshold for panels to exercise their veto over the PCC’s precept and 
candidate for chief constable, that they envisage the chief constable appearing 
before the police and crime panels, and that there should be locally set, flexible 
licensing fees.  

 
The position of police and crime panels in Wales  
 
11. Local government matters in Wales are a devolved matter and therefore the 

responsibility of the Welsh Assembly. As the Bill proposes to create police and 
crime panels, which are local government committees, the Welsh Assembly has 
to agree to allow the Westminster government to legislate in this area. There is 
a well established procedure in the Welsh Assembly to allow this, and the 
necessary legislative consent motion was tabled in early February. However for 
the first time the Assembly refused to allow Westminster to legislate on setting 
up police and crime panels. The Home Office will now have to resolve this 
constitutional issue as Nick Herbert MP has insisted he can legislate to 
introduce the panels, while the Assembly denies he has the power to do so.  

 
Conclusion and next steps  
 
12. The PRSR Bill has now concluded the committee stage. We will continue our 

briefings and lobbying for the report stage and third reading of the Bill in the 
House of Commons. The Bill is expected to move to the House of Lords in early 
May and we will continue with our lobbying activity there, in particular drawing 
on the support of the LG Group's Vice Presidents and other peers with a local 
government or policing background. Meetings are already being set up with 
peers who have previously shown an interest in the issues covered by the Bill.  

 
Financial Implications 
 
13. Any work associated with this area will be met from existing LG Group budgets 

and resources.  
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Business Plan Priorities:  Safer and Stronger Communities Board 
Offer to LG Group Work Programme  2011-12.  

 
Purpose of report  
 
For information. 
 
 
Summary 
 
This report sets out the priorities for the Safer and Stronger Communities Board 
which will feed into the LG Group business plan for 2011-12, as requested by the LG 
Group Executive.   Following a discussion by lead members, the paper was 
circulated in draft form and the priorities have been amended to reflect comments 
from Board members.  
 

 
  
 
 

 
Recommendation 

 
That the Board notes the proposed priorities for 2011-12. 
 
Action 
 
Officers to progress as appropriate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact officer:   Helen Murray 
Position: Programme Director, LGA 
Phone no: 020 7664 3156 
E-mail: helen.murray@local.gov.uk 
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SAFER AND STRONGER PROGRAMME BOARD BUSINESS PLAN 

1.  Lead Members met recently to have a discussion on the Board’s priorities for 
2011-12, as the LG Group Executive has asked each Programme Board to identify 
the priorities that feed into the LG Group Business Plan. A member of the Local 
Government Regulation Board (Cllr Chris Millar) also participated in the discussion.  

2.  Members will be aware that the LG Group is going through a period of significant 
change. (See separate agenda item on Getting Closer.)  From 2011-12 there will be 
a single organisation, workforce and political governance structure.  However, the 
financial resources available to the Group will be much smaller.  To provide the 
overall context to this work, the LG Group Business Plan headline priorities are 
attached as Annex A. 

Our offer for 2011-12 

3.  We anticipate that work underway currently on a number of key issues will need to 
continue to feature in the work-programme for 20011-12.  The SSCB will continue to 
lead work on a range of priority themes, but there will also be joint work with the other 
relevant Programme Boards on a range of cross-cutting issues such as youth crime, 
envirocrime, licensing and equalities and cohesion. 

4.  There are also a number of corporate priorities that will underpin the work of all 
Programme Boards, including leadership and localism, improvement and 
productivity, finance, the 16 local place pilots, and big society, and whilst the Board 
does not have to lead on these, ensuring that our priorities are fully incorporated and 
consolidated by this activity will be important to ensure that the benefits 
systematically flow into the community safety sector. In addition, the Fire Services 
Management Committee is developing a specific workplan and will feed in to the 
SSCB on more strategic issues. 

5.  We have had positive feedback from colleagues around the country that the 
Board focuses on the issues which matter to them.  However, a higher priority to help 
deal with funding cuts is a recurrent theme which we have prioritised and which we 
suggest needs to run through all our work over the coming year.  There are also a 
number of issues which, although not included in the forward plan, might warrant a 
task and finish project in order to assist individual or a group of councils facing a 
particular problem e.g. CCTV, should resources allow. 

6.  Our proposed priorities for the Safer and Stronger Communities Board are listed 
below under the headings of the priority outcomes that are identified in the Group 
Business Plan:   
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Strong political leadership 

6. 1  The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Bill - will continue to be 
important as the clauses are scrutinised as it progresses through Parliament.  
Specifically, ensuring the police and crime panels effectively hold the police 
commissioners to account, and that district councils are represented, and supporting 
councils through the transition period is an area where the SSCB can really add 
value. A strong focus on ensuring new legislation is local government friendly, 
practical and fully funded is an area where the sector really values the LG Group’s 
national role.  We will also be working with the Association of Police Authorities on 
amendments of mutual interest. 
6.2  Future of Community Safety Partnerships - Ensuring that multi-agency 
Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) have the tools and powers, and resources to 
be able to continue crime reduction and anti-social behaviour activity, thereby holding 
the gains to date; ensuring that councils and partners recognise and deal effectively 
with violence against women and girls, and understand the economic cost to society;  
and that they are aligned fully with new structural arrangements, particularly Police 
and Crime Commissioners.   Supporting councils to change the way CSPs operate, 
in order to make efficiencies, improve performance and deliver improved outcomes 

6.3  Emergency Planning – the LG Group will continue to take a visible role in civil 
emergencies, but will scale back activity in support of broader emergency planning 
policy and strategy development. 

Improved local productivity  

6.4  Community safety productivity peer reviews with community safety 
partnerships (CSPs) with performance issues on a paid-for basis to support councils 
and partnerships to achieve productivity gains.  These will help councils to explore 
shared services, develop benchmarking, maximise procurement and make better use 
of capital and assets as well as making better use of staff and volunteers.  This work 
will be integrated with the Group‘s wider productivity programme. 

Improved local performance and value-for-money  

6.5  Provide low-cost sector-led support to community safety partnerships through 
a critical friend/buddying approach, to work alongside the more formal peer review 
process. It is anticipated that pairings of officers and members will be brokered 
according to need in order to enable the transference of skills and good practice 
across the country. 

6.6  Provide good practice examples of how to rationalise structures and master 
classes for identifying and agreeing core local priorities. 
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Local budgets and accountabilities 

6.7  Promoting a key role for councils and local partnerships in response to the 
Ministry of Justice Green Paper, ‘Breaking the Cycle’, in particular through the 
Neighbourhood Justice Panels and payment by results work.   

Strong local economies  

6.8  Lobbying for a flexible and locally-set licensing fee structure, which could be 
utilised to recover all costs associated with licensed premises, including those costs 
incurred by licensing authorities and responsible authorities such as the police.  
Again, supporting councils to adopt the provisions in the Police Reform and 
Responsibility Bill will be a priority. 

Transformed workforce  

6.9  Links with the Workforce Programme Board on National Joint Council 
negotiations for fire and police pay. 

7.  Given the financial pressures, we were very keen to eliminate duplication across 
the Group, and to press ahead with activity only where it is clearly of value to our 
member councils.  We therefore suggest joint work with the Economy and Transport 
Board on supporting councils to help business through better regulation, and with the 
Improvement Board on developing a set of core local performance indicators. 

8.  From a long list of possible activity, we considered that we should not devote 
further resources to work with the Home Office on persuading councils to fund Police 
Community Support Officers (PCSOs).  We also agreed that work around councils’ 
use of covert surveillance powers should be now terminated, although we want to 
revisit this once the legislation is enacted,  which is expected to be in 2012.  Although 
the work on the 16 local community budget pilots is of direct interest to us, other 
parts of the Group are leading on this work and we therefore need to seek a 
commitment to be kept fully informed of the learning from these projects.   
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Annex A 

LG Group Business Plan, 2011-12 

 
Background 
 

1. Members will be aware that the LG Group is going through a period of 
significant change.  From 2011-12, there will be a single organisation, 
workforce and political governance structure.  However, the financial 
resources available to the Group will be much smaller.  The current staffing 
review also envisages a smaller, more generic workforce. 

 
2. Within this context, the LG Executive has asked each programme board to 

identify the priorities to feed into the LG Group business plan for 2011-12.  
The framework agreed by the Executive identifies two high level aims as the 
basis for discussion: 

 
• Representing and advocating for local government and making the case for 

greater devolution 
• Helping councils tackle their challenges and take advantage of new 

opportunities to deliver better value for money services. 
 

3. Through consultation with councils, the Executive has also agreed six priority 
outcomes that should guide the day-to-day work of the Group: 

 
• local budgets and accountability 
• strong political leadership 
• improved local productivity 
• strong local economies 
• improved local performance and value for money 
• transformed workforce 

 
4. The paper sets out a proposal for a Safer and Stronger Communities 

programme of work against these priorities in 2011-12.  Members are asked to  
comment on whether this covers the right territory; determine a number of top 
priorities; and identify where savings can be made. 
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LG Group Business Plan Headline priorities: As agreed by LG Group Executive  
 
Our mission 
We work together to support, promote and improve local government 
 
Our aims in 2011/12 
To achieve this vision, in 2011/12 we will focus on two high level priorities: 
• representing and advocating for local government and making the case for 

greater devolution 
• helping councils tackle their challenges and take advantage of new opportunities 

to deliver better value for money services 
 
How we will work 
Our work to deliver these priorities is arranged through nine programmes, reporting 
to members through the nine programme boards of the LG Group, with cross-cutting 
operational and policy issues being joined together through the LG Group Executive: 
• children and young people 
• community wellbeing 
• economy and transport 
• environment and housing 
• safer and stronger communities 
• culture, tourism and sport 
• european and international 
• workforce 
• improvement 
 
Councils’ key priorities 
Through consultation our member authorities have set out the six priority outcomes 
that should guide the work we deliver through our programme boards, and which are 
described in out RSG prospectus: 
• local budgets and accountability 
• strong political leadership 
• improved local productivity 
• strong local economies 
• improved local performance and value for money 
• transformed workforce 
 
Customer focus 
Through our major change programme Getting Closer, in 2011/12 we will continue to:  
• ensure that the LG Group is focused on councils and councillors 
• further integrate the work of the LGA and the central bodies 
• reduce our costs and maximise effectiveness 
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Getting Closer – changes to the LG Group 

 
Purpose  
 
To update members on changes in the LG Group over the next two months and their 
likely implications for the work of the LG Group boards, panels and commissions. 
 
Background 
 
1. Since 2008, we have been working to create a more effective LG Group to help 

support, promote and improve local government and provide coherent national 
added value to the sector. We have put in place integrated governance 
arrangements, a group business plan with a clear set of priorities and a single 
brand.  

 
2. Our priority now is to create an integrated organisation to support this and at the 

same time to respond rapidly to a substantial decrease in funding from 1 April 
2011. 

• A 38% reduction in top slice funding from government over the next four 
years, most of which will be put in place from 1 April 2011  

• An anticipated 13% reduction in LGA membership subscriptions, with further 
planned reductions over subsequent years 

 
This requires a radical shaping of our organisation and a substantial reduction in 
resources, including our staff. 
 

Where are we now? 
 

3. On 4 March the 90 day statutory staff consultation on the future structure and 
organisation of the LG Group will end. Subject to any final changes, we will be 
reducing staffing costs across the LG Group by over 45%. Our present estimate is 
that 144 staff will leave on compulsory redundancy. A further 39 have left or will 
shortly leave on a voluntary basis. 

 
4. Staff across the Group are going through a rigorous assessment process to 

secure roles in the new structure. Most will hear by Easter whether they have 
been successful and the new structure will be in place from 1 June 2011. Annex 
1 shows broadly what the new organisation will look like, subject to any final 
changes. 
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5. Whilst some of the 274 staff in the new organisation will be remotely based, most 

will be located in Local Government House. Plans to move all remaining LG 
Group staff from Layden House to Local Government House are advanced and all 
moves will be complete by mid May. A commercial tenant has been found for 
Layden House generating additional income for the LG Group. 

 
What does it mean for the work of the Group? 
 
6. With significantly fewer staff and less money the LG Group business plan, agreed 

in January, will be more important than ever, with all activity focussed on the 
priorities and commitments set out in it.  Whilst some areas of activity will be 
reduced or brought to an end, there will still be significant resources available to 
support the work of the Boards and Panels on policy development, lobbying and 
improvement.  

 
7. Where new initiatives and challenges emerge from the sector or from central 

government, members will need to answer three key questions:- 

• Does the sector want us to allocate time/resources to this area? 
• If so, is funding available to cover the cost? 
• If not, what does it want us to stop in order to reallocate resource to this 

area?  
 

What happens next? 
 
8. The next 3 months will be a challenge for the LG Group as many staff leave, take 

on new roles and move offices, and projects that are no longer funded come to an 
end. The new leaner and more focussed LG Group will be fully operational by 
July 2011. The new Group Chief Executive will be appointed in July and the three 
directors later in the summer. 

 
Key messages 
 

• The aim of the new LG Group is to help support, promote and improve local 
government and provide coherent national added value to the sector.  

• The LG Group will continue to focus a significant part of its resource on 
policy development, lobbying and improvement, with a renewed commitment 
to sector self-improvement 

• The LG Group is reducing its staffing costs by 45% and it’s senior 
management team by 50% 

• The new Chief Executive is expected to be appointed in July and the 3 
directors later in the summer. 
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• The Group is amalgamating its office based operations into a single building 
at Local Government House, Westminster. 

• The new organisation will be in place by 1 July. 
 
 
Contact officer:   Claire Holloway 
Position: Corporate Programme Director 
Phone no: 020 7664 3156 
E-mail: claire.holloway@local.gov.uk 
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Safer and Stronger 
Communities Programme 
Board 

14 March 2011    
 
Item 9 

 

Update on Regulatory Services 

 
Purpose of report  

 
For Information. 
 
 
Summary 
 
This report is for information and contains some key information about regulatory 
services issues that are of interest to the Safer and Stronger Communities 
Programme Board.  
 

  
 
 

 
Recommendation 

 
That the Board note the activities outlined. 
 
Action 
 
Officers to progress as appropriate. 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact officer:   Wendy Martin 
Position: Director of Policy, LG Regulation 
Phone no: 020 7664 3854 
E-mail: wendy.martin@local.gov.uk 
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Update on Regulatory Services  

 
Background   
 
1. LG Regulation has been asked to provide the Board with an update of key 

regulatory services issues at each Board meeting. These items are for note only 
but LG Regulation staff will be happy to answer any questions.    

 
The Key Issues  
 
Local Better Regulation Office (LBRO) 
 
2. The government announced changes to the LBRO on 4 February 2011. The 

proposals mean that LBRO will be part of the Department for Business 
Innovation and Skills (BIS). It will continue the expansion of the Primary 
Authority scheme and work closely with Local Enterprise Partnerships. It will no 
longer have any role in directly promoting improvement in the delivery of local 
authority regulatory services. The Minister stated that “in order to retain the 
crucial independence and technical expertise of LBRO, the new organisation 
will have special governance arrangements and a number of interested groups 
will be invited to form a steering group for the new organisation. This will make 
sure that it is accountable and relevant to the businesses and the regulators 
that it serves, while also improving the accountability of the new organisation.”  

 
3. Following the announcement Derek Allen, Executive Director, LG Regulation 

met with representatives from BIS who advised that:  
  

3.1 The new organisation (which may not be called LBRO) - will be analogous 
to the Regulatory Policy Committee - i.e. staffed by civil servants but 
overseen by an independent steering group which we expect to contain 
representatives of business and regulators, including LG Group. 

 
3.2 A Statutory Instrument (SI) will be needed to make these changes. It 

is hoped that this will take effect in October 2011, though it may be 
delayed to April 2012.  There is no winding down period for LBRO 
because they don't want to prejudge the parliamentary approval of the SI.  

 
3.3 It is not yet clear how the new organisation will work with LEPs partly 

because LEPs have not yet really taken shape and the shape of each 
Partnership will be determined at the local level. 
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3.4 There will also be an enforcement White Paper in May, one aspect of 
which will be segmentation of approach - trying to meet the differing 
demands of big business and SMEs. 

 
RIPA 
 
4. On 26 January 2011, the Home Secretary announced the outcomes of the 

Review of Counter-Terrorism and Security 
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/counter-terrorism/review-of-ct-
security-powers/ 

    
5. The review has recommended that:  
 

5.1 Councils will have to get a Magistrate’s approval for use of covert directed 
surveillance, covert human intelligence sources (CHIS) and access to 
communications data (i.e. billing and subscriber information) in addition to 
getting authorisation from a local authority senior manager and the more 
general oversight by elected councillors. The LG Group has said that 
assurances must be given that this process will be swift and that 
investigations will not be hindered. In urgent cases, immediate access to a 
Judge must be granted and all applications must be heard in private to 
prevent on-going operations from being undermined. 

 
5.2 Councils’ use of RIPA to authorise directed surveillance should be 

confined to cases where the offence under investigation carries a 
maximum custodial sentence of 6 months or more. We successfully 
argued against the imposition of a higher threshold.   

 
5.3 The LG Group also lobbied hard (with the Department of Health) to ensure 

that councils would be able to continue using RIPA to tackle irresponsible 
retailers who persistently sell alcohol and tobacco to children even though 
these offences have monetary fines rather than custodial sentences.  We 
are pleased that the review recognises the importance of directed 
surveillance in corroborating investigations into underage sales of alcohol 
and tobacco and has recommended that the Government should not seek 
to apply the serious crime threshold in these cases.  

 
6. The Freedom Bill will introduce the Magistrates’ Courts approval process and 

the ‘serious crime threshold’ will be introduced in secondary legislation later in 
the year. 
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Proceeds of Crime Update 
 
7. LG Regulation has produced a publication to showcase some council proceeds 

of crime and money laundering investigations 
(http://www.lacors.gov.uk/lacors/upload/25656.pdf). 

 
8. There is also a more detailed publication with more examples of council work in 

this area (http://www.lacors.gov.uk/lacors/upload/25657.pdf). 
 

Vetting and Barring Scheme  
 
9. The government on 11 February 2011 unveiled plans to scale back the vetting 

and barring scheme (VBS) and criminal records regime.  The proposals, which 
come after a comprehensive review of the existing system, include: 

 
9.1 merging the Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) and Independent 

Safeguarding Authority to form a streamlined new body providing a 
proportionate barring and criminal records checking service 

9.2 a large reduction in the number of positions requiring checks. Only those 
working closely and regularly with children and vulnerable adults will need 
them  

9.3 portability of criminal records checks between jobs to cut down on 
needless bureaucracy  

9.4 an end to a requirement for those working or volunteering with vulnerable 
groups to register with the VBS and then be continuously monitored   

9.5 stopping employers who knowingly request criminal records checks on 
individuals who are not entitled to them 

 
10. The government will also keep the scope of CRB checks under review to 

ensure that they are not putting people off volunteering. Further information can 
be found on the Home Office website: http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/media-
centre/news/criminal-record-checks 

 
Trading Standards Powers Project 
 
11. BIS aim to develop a single set of generic consumer protection powers for 

Trading Standards which will be simpler for consumer law enforcers and easier 
for businesses to access and understand by December 2011. These proposals 
will enable preparation for a possible consultation document and Government 
response on any recommendations for policy or legislative change by 2012.  LG 
Regulation is on the steering group for this project. 
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NAO Consumer Protection Survey for Trading Standards Services 
 
12. The National Audit Office (NAO) is conducting a study into the consumer 

protection enforcement regime - specifically how consumer law is enforced. 
They are interested in how the system works as a whole (local, regional and 
national) and whether or not it could be improved in terms of delivering value for 
money. In particular they are interested in: 

  
12.1 Is the governance and oversight of the consumer protection regime 

appropriate to ensure coherence at national, regional and local level? 
 
12.2 Is the system for allocating and delivering enforcement cases operating 

effectively at a national, regional, and local level? 
 
Consumer Credit 
 
13. HM Treasury and BIS are jointly conducting a consultation on transferring the 

regulation of consumer credit from the Office of Fair Trading and trading 
standards to the new Consumer Protection and Markets Authority. They are 
proposing the repeal of the Consumer Credit Act 1974 and the removal of 
enforcement powers relating to consumer credit from trading standards. LG 
Regulation has already expressed serious concerns about the centralisation of 
all credit enforcement, with particular concerns over the Government’s 
announcement that credit enforcement might be ‘contracted’ back to Councils.  

 
Police Reform & Social Responsibility Bill 
 
14. The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Bill is currently passing through 

Committee Stage in the House of Commons which includes a range of changes 
to the Licensing Act (including a more flexible fee structure).  More details are 
available here http://www.lga.gov.uk/lga/core/page.do?pageId=16792849  

 
15. A briefing on the amendments proposed by the LGA is available as a pdf 

download http://www.lacors.gov.uk/lacors/upload/25948.pdf  
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Note of decisions taken and actions required   
 
Title:                        Safer and Stronger Communities Programme Board 

Date  and time:       11 October 2010, 15.00 

Venue: Thistle Hotel, Brighton 

 
Attendance 
 
Position Councillor Council 
Chairman 
Vice chair 
Deputy chair 

Mehboob Khan 
Les Lawrence 
Duwayne Brooks 

Kirklees MBC 
Birmingham City 
Lewisham LB 

   
Members 
 

Tom Fox 
Joanna Spicer 
Ann Lucas 
Mark Burns-Williamson 
Nilgun Canver 
Anita Lower 

Scarborough BC 
Suffolk CC 
Coventry City 
Wakefield MDC 
Haringey LB 
Newcastle City 

   
Substitutes Dee Simson 

Bob Tidy 
Crada Onuegbu (observer) 

Brighton & Hove 
East Sussex CC 
Lewisham LB 

   
Apologies Goronwy Edwards (Deputy Chair)  

Brian Coleman 
Ian Gillies 
Paul Bettison 
Daisy Benson 

Conwy 
Barnet LB / LFEPA 
City of York 
Bracknell Forest 
Reading BC 

   
In attendance 
 

Helen Murray 
Rob Whiteman 
Mark Norris 
Liz Hobson 
Mark Du Val 
Paul Johnston 
James Deller 

LG Group 
LG Group 
LG Group 
LG Group 
LG Group 
LG Group 
NPIA 
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Item Decisions and actions Action by 
   
1 Special constables 

 
The Board received a presentation from James Deller, National 
Policing Improvement Agency (NPIA) on the role of special 
constables, and the Employer Support Policing (ESP) 
programme run by the National Policing Improvement Agency to 
promote the role. 
 
In his presentation, James outlined the benefits to employers, 
employees and the Police of the ESP programme.  James 
asked Members whether the Board, and the wider LG Group, 
could offer further support for the Programme. 
 
Members asked whether there was existing good practice 
where employers had reduced barriers for employees to 
participate in the ESP programme.  James explained that there 
was little robust evidence because the programme was new. 
 
Members said that a joined-up approach with other public sector 
employers was needed, as there were aspects of the 
programme that coincided with, for example, recruitment of 
retained duty firefighters.  Members also said that the 
programme should not disadvantage those people who were not 
in work and look to recruit those out of employment to serve as 
Special Constables. 
 
Members asked about the training available to ensure that 
participants were fully aware of their responsibilities as Special 
Constables, and asked whether the Police could continue to 
assume the cost of training in the current austere economic 
climate, particularly given the historically high turnover of 
Special Constables.  James said that the training provided was 
tailored for local requirements and said that, while the Police 
were susceptible to the same funding pressures as other public 
sector employers, Special Constables had proven to be a 
successful investment by Police forces.  James added staff 
turnover was low in comparison with other bodies in the 
voluntary sector. 
 
Members said that small- to medium- size businesses would 
struggle in particular to allow employees to take time off work 
given the current economic climate.  James said that Special 
Constables served the majority of their hours in their own time 
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rather than in employer time. 
 
Members said that, in certain communities, individuals did not 
want to serve as Special Constables for fear of recrimination, 
and asked about insurance cover.  James said that Special 
Constables were covered by Police insurance, and added that 
such fears over recrimination could be overcome. 
 
Members said that a wider volunteering programme was being 
run in some communities to include neighbourhood watch and 
volunteering for other Police-related activities, such as office 
administration.  James said that the NPIA supported wider 
voluntary activity, which allowed a broader range of 
opportunities. 
 
Members asked what consideration had been given to equality 
and diversity issues on the ESP Programme.  James said that it 
was important that all sections of the Police Force were 
representative of the communities that they served, and said 
that, though individual Police services determined their 
recruitment policies, there were national recruiting standards 
available that Authorities could adopt. 
 
Members expressed broad support for the ESP Programme but 
did not consider that the timing was right for a major recruitment 
drive among council employees given the economic climate.    

   
 Decision  

 
Members agreed that the Group could feature the programme in 
forthcoming LG Group publications using case studies; 
 
Members agreed that the Board would reconsider the issue at 
its March 2011 meeting. 

 

   
 Action  

 
Officers to prepare a case study of Local Authority good practice 
in supporting the ESP Programme for inclusion within LG Group 
publications. 

 
 
Mark Norris and 
Liz Hobson 

   
2 Lord Young’s Review of Health and Safety 

 
Mark Du Val, Local Government Regulation, introduced the 
report, noting that it set out the expected content of Lord 
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Young’s Review of Health and Safety, which was to be 
published shortly after the Board meeting.  Mark said that the 
Local Government Group had a role to play in tackling the 
perception of Councils as being “health and safety-mad.”  Mark 
added that the lack of interaction between Lord Young’s inquiry 
team and the sector to date on this issue had been frustrating.   
 
Members agreed that it was important that this perception be 
addressed, and that they hoped that Lord Young would make 
recommendations about expert advice needing to be both 
sensible and proportionate; the activities of “no win, no fee” 
lawyers; and the operation of the insurance market. 
 
Members said that some of the current health and safety 
legislation was overly onerous, and said that the Local 
Government Group should not take a position that stated that all 
current health and safety rules were sound.  Officers agreed to 
re-examine the wording of paragraph 15.4 of the report 
accordingly.  Members suggested that, in paragraph 11 of the 
report, “reckless disregard” should be altered to read “reckless 
endangerment”. 
 
Members expressed concern over the relationship between the 
Board, and the LG Group more widely, and the Health and 
Safety Executive (HSE), and said that these relationships 
should be bolstered. 

   
 Decision  

 
Members agreed that correspondence be sent to Lord Young to 
reflect the Board’s discussions; 
 
Members agreed that further discussions be arranged with 
Government and with the HSE to emphasise the Local 
Government Group’s role in progressing the outcomes of Lord 
Young’s review. 

 

   
 Action 

 
Officers to prepare correspondence to Lord Young to set out the 
points made by Members at the Board meeting; 

 
 
Mark Norris 

   
3 Community Safety self regulation and improvement 

 
Rob Whiteman, Local Government Improvement and 
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Development, introduced the report to Members.  The report set 
out proposals for sector self regulation and improvement in light 
of the Government’s decision to discontinue the Comprehensive 
Area Assessment and to significantly reduce the number of 
national indicators.   
 
Rob also outlined proposals for the LG Group to be a strategic 
partner with the Home Office and to operate as a 
commissioning body to provide a wide range of community 
safety improvement services for the sector.  Members were 
asked for a steer as to what those services might include and 
how this support might help to address solving intransigent 
crime problems. 
 
Members said that some aspects of the previous Government’s 
national indicator set had been useful in ensuring partnership 
working and the sharing of data, and stressed the importance of 
any new model allowing Councils to hold partners to account. 
 
Officers noted that it was important that Councils should be 
given more flexibility to gather only the data that they required 
under any new self regulation and improvement regime.   
 
Members said that any new regime should allow Councils to 
continue to work on prevention and on issues such as domestic 
violence that may not be visible to sections of local communities 
but were strategically important and had a significant cost 
impact on other services. 
 
Officers noted Members’ concerns that any new assessment 
regime should be fully transparent, and said that the LG Group 
proposals looked to put improvement and assessment in the 
hands of councils.  They were based on the principles that 
councils are responsible for their own performance, are 
accountable to their local communities and have collective 
responsibility for the performance of the sector.  
 
Officers added that the Chairman of the LG Group Improvement 
Programme Board had recently corresponded with Council 
leaders and other stakeholders seeking their comments.  The 
proposals were designed to complement the steps already 
made by the government to promote localism, transparency and 
an increased role for local people in running their own affairs. 
Officers added that the consultation closed on 1 November 
2010. 
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 Decision  

 
Members supported the proposals as set out within paragraph 3 
of the report. 

 

   
4 Member Champions 

 
The Board agreed to make the following appointments to 
Member Champion roles: 
 
Community Cohesion and Prevent Champion  
Cllr Duwayne Brooks (Cllr Les Lawrence to act as support 
Member) 
 
Domestic Violence Champion 
Cllr Ann Lucas (Cllr Joanna Spicer to act as support Member) 
 
Licensing Champion 
Cllr Nilgun Canver (Cllr Ian Gillies to act as support Member) 
 
Emergency Planning Champion 
Cllr Tom Fox (Cllr Mark Burns-Williamson to act as support 
Member) 
 
Antisocial Behaviour Champion 
Cllr Anita Lower (support Member TBC) 

 

   
 Action 

 
Officers to draft and circulate terms of reference for the Member 
Champion roles. 

 
 
Helen Murray / 
Liz Hobson 

   
5 Update on regulatory services issues 

 
Members noted the report.  Officers said that a decision on the 
future of the Local Better Regulation Office would be determined 
in the Spending Review. 

 

   
6 Meetings with outside bodies 

 
Members noted the report. 
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7 Notes of the last meeting 
 
Members agreed the notes of the last meeting as a correct 
record. 

 

   
8 Any other business 

 
Officers set out the proposed arrangements for the regional 
meetings to take place in January.  The aim was for members to 
attend existing meetings wherever possible, rather than for 
members to arrange meetings on their own.    
 
Officers said that the first point of contact for Members should 
be the LGA’s Community Safety advisers in their regions, but 
that LG Group officers would provide further information and 
advice if requested. 

 

 
Date of next meeting:  Monday 14 March 2011, Sunderland 
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